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Abstract
The Metropolitan Area of Mendoza (MMA), Argentina, has extended towards peripheral hillside areas without considering the environmental impact of this action. This growth has continued the urban model of flatland development, causing changes in the ecosystem and an increase in outdoor air temperature. This work proposes and evaluates urban schemes that incorporate design criteria with the objective of preserving environmental characteristics and mitigating the effect of urbanization on the microclimate. The proposed grid layouts, located in three predominant slopes, were linear organic and Cul-de-Sac. Methodologically, the microclimatic response of the proposed schemes was evaluated by applying ENVI-met software simulation. The results show that urban growth is possible when carefully considering environmental limitations which grant maximum air temperature reductions of up to 2 °C.
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Introduction
The growth of Latin American cities has shown late transformations compared to more developed parts of the world (USA and Europe) (Castells, 2017). Until 1925, the level of urbanization in Latin America was lower than more developed regions, but during the next fifty years, the urbanization of this region accelerated notably (UN, 2016). Rapid urbanization was closely linked to high population growth with a net redistribution of the population from rural to urban areas. However, this growth steadily decreased after the 1970s due to the high rate of population moving to the outskirts of the city (da Cunha et al., 2009).

The microclimate of cities is modified by the intense anthropization of natural environments causing urban temperatures to be significantly higher than suburban or rural ones (Zhou et al., 2017). This originates two phenomena known as Urban Heat Island -UHI- and Urban Warming -UW-. Urban microclimate plays an important role not only in the energy consumption of buildings and the feeling of comfort and habitability of outdoor spaces but also in air pollution, health and the quality of life of urban areas. During the last years, intense research has been carried out to develop, test and implement efficient technologies for the mitigation of urban warming, considering the climatic and geomorphological characteristics of the implantation site. (Doulos et al., 2004; Synnefa et al., 2008; 2012; Zinzi & Agnoli, 2012; Correa et
According to Correa (2006), this determines the appearance of an urban heat island located in the piedmont area of MMA. This phenomenon could be explained by the excessive hillside urbanization which, coupled with the thermal properties of local materials—mainly stone—, has favored the increase of thermal inertia. Thus, the cooling period of this area has extended into the early morning hours, generating a hot spot with temperatures up to 9 °C higher compared to its periphery (Correa et al., 2006).

The consequences of this urban development raise the need to rethink the urban scheme to respond to the morphological characteristics of the land and mitigate the increase in air temperature. The Institute of Environment, Habitat and Energy (INAHE), Mendoza, Argentina carries out research related to sustainable urban development based on bioclimatic design. The present work employs microclimate monitoring analysis and modelling through Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations to evaluate the impact of different variables and urban characteristics over the thermal performance of a city’s sector. These studies have contributed to studying the effect of urbanization on the microclimate by means of two techniques: a) observational approaches: field measurements, remote sensing from GIS tools; and b) simulation approaches: energy balance models or numerical studies using CFD (Mirzaei & Haghighat, 2010).

The main advantage of simulation studies over observational ones is the possibility to perform comparative analyses based on different scenarios. Urban microclimate CFD software varies substantially depending on its physical basis, spatial-temporal resolution, and output variables (Allegrini, et al., 2015). The most widely used both nationally and internationally are Envi-MET met (Crank et al., 2018; Maggiotto, 2021), Energy-Plus (Kuo-Tsang & Yi-Jhen, 2017; Yang et al., 2012), SOLENE-Microclimate (Merlier et al., 2019; Morille et al., 2015), TRNSYS (Palme & Salvati, 2018; Perini et al., 2017), and SIMEDIF (Boutet et al., 2016; Ruiz & Correa, 2015), among others.

The ENVI-met simulation software model developed by Michael Bruse (Bruse & Fleer, 1998a) is one of the most widely employed dynamic simulation tools for microclimate analysis. The review conducted by Tsoka et al. (2018) points out that up until 2017 more than 1900 registered users worldwide have used it for microclimate research. Besides this, the fact that 77% of the total number of ENVI-met studies have been published during the last five years evidences the software’s current validity. In the majority of the existing studies, the model has been applied not only to investigate current microclimatic conditions but also to compare performance assessment of various mitigation strate-

al., 2012; Alchapar & Correa, 2015; Sosa et al., 2018, Logaraj Ramakreshnan et al., 2018). This has fundamentally led to the use of cold materials characterized by their high solar reflectance and infrared emissivity, which can reduce the absorption of solar radiation when used in ceilings and pavements (Wang & Akbari, 2016). The incorporation of urban green spaces with an adequate design, green roofs and permeable materials is capable of promoting the reduction of heat due to their effects on evapotranspiration processes. Moreover, the addition of urban forest produces shade and improves the convective and radiative cooling processes into the city’s structure (Gill et al., 2007; Synnefa et al., 2012; Wang & Akbari, 2016; Zinzi et al., 2012; Santamouris, 2016). Finally, adequate urban planning can also play a vital role in mitigating the UHI effect due to its influence on shape and orientation in the thermal performance of urban fabric (Yamamoto, 2006; Middel, et al., 2014, 2015; Salvatti et al., 2018; Palme et al., 2017).

Most technologies are usually implemented in large-scale urban rehabilitation projects. Based on the results, the application of the different strategies can reduce air temperatures between 1 and 4 °C, cooling loads between 18 and 93%, and electricity demand during peak hours between 11 and 27%. It can also improve the internal comfort conditions by reducing discomfort hours between 9 and 10% and reduce equivalent annual carbon dioxide emissions (Akbari et al., 2009).

The urban development of the Metropolitan Area of Mendoza (MMA), Argentina, has spread to the periphery, in this case to Mendoza’s hillside area, 32.5°S latitude and 68.5°W longitude. It is a narrow 15/20 km wide strip which extends between the eastern mountains’ slopes and the plain, between 800 m a.s.l. and 1500 m a.s.l. approximately. This growth model has generated anthropic pressure on the territory since it has kept typical urban models with homogeneous settlement patterns found in consolidated areas of the city. This has caused a change in the territory’s morphology and landscape generating changes in the natural context on which the urban fabric is based (Haller, 2017; Moschella, 2017; Abraham, 1990). In the case of the piedmont area, this urban expansion has produced a high impact since sectors with high environmental fragility that also act as buffers have been urbanized (Lopez Rodriguez, 2008). Among the environmental impacts caused by urban growth is a higher alluvial risk due to the increase in impervious surfaces and deforestation. This brings about the loss of natural soil and its biodiversity, the sealing of land, and the increase in air pollution and noise, all of which favour the modification of the city’s temperature and wind profiles. From the microclimatic point of view, the hillside area has conditions of aridity, high solar radiation, and scarce water resources.
gies considering the UHI effect. This is why the ENVI-
met model has been applied in this investigation. In ad-
dition; it has been applied in different regions around
the world, for example, 66.5% of researches have been
performed in Europe and Asia while only 5.1% in Lat-
in America. Regarding the evaluated climate condi-
tions, only 13.2% of the studies correspond to BWk ac-
cording to Köppen classification. Hence, this study will
contribute to broaden the scientific data related to Lat-
in American cities in arid climates.

Data and Methods

In order to compare the prevailing urban development
model in the hillside area with sustainable urbaniza-
tion schemes adapted to the insertion context, the fol-
lowing methodology was undertaken: a) characteriza-
tion of study area b) characterization of case study, c)
scheme evaluation method based on simulations using
ENVI-met software, and d) adjustment of thermal be-
vaviour results between the simulated model and the
microclimatic measurements in an existing and repre-
sentative urban scheme in the hillside of MMA.

Characterization of the study area

The metropolitan area of Mendoza is located in the
central-western region of Argentina with a surface
area of 368 km² and an approximate population of
1,086,000. The city’s climate is semi-desertic corre-
sponding to BWk in the Köppen classification. The
principal climatic condition is cold steppe/desert
(Kottek et al., 2006), with relatively low atmospheric
humidity percentage (45%), 218 mm of annual rain-
fall, high heliophany, and a maximum daily solar ra-
diation average of 1022 W/m² in summer (weather
underground, n.d.). The annual average temperature
is 16.50 °C, with 24.50 °C average high and 9.60 °C av-
erage low (Mendoza Aero Observations, 2014).

The urban structure of MMA shows the same
growth patterns of intermediate Latin American cit-
cies: discontinuous, dispersed and low-density. This

Figure 1. Location of the case study in the South American context and its expansion into the piedmont of MMA
spread arises due to the need for developable lands associated to the increase of population and the search for areas with higher environmental quality in the periphery. (Mesa & Giusso, 2014). The expansive development process has generated an excessive urbanization of the periphery towards both the east-south sector on agricultural lands and towards the west sector on piedmont areas.

The hillside study area, located in the western sector of MMA, constitutes an extensive geomorphological unit of 20–15 km wide that connects the eastern front of the Andes foothills with Mendoza City (Gómez et al., 2017). It is characterized by its 10 to 30% steep west-east slope and the existence of various temporary water courses. It has scarce and degraded vegetation of the shrub type of Larrea sp. (jarillales) and hard grasses. The area’s soils are not consolidated and are feasible to suffer accelerated erosion processes, mainly by water. From the climatic point of view, the arid condition prevails due to the scarcity of water resources (Abraham, 1990).

During the late 20th century, urbanization processes in the piedmont area accelerated with the occurrence of the first informal urbanizations and were later intensified by state and private neighbourhood planning (Abraham, 2005). Its urban development is in line with that of the city in the flatland, that is, a predominant rational checkerboard grid scheme with forested avenues whose orientation accompany the maximum slope (West-East), incorporating forestry which is not adapted to the insertion site. The urbanized area (6,800 Ha) of the foothill sector of the MMA can be observed in Figure 1.

A field survey revealed that the urbanizations in the hillside area present the following characteristics: low-density dwellings with average height ranging between 4 and 9 m, road channels with a vegetation scheme aligned with second-magnitude species -species between 10 and 15m high, such as Morus alba-representing 42% of the trees used in road channels in the MMA, and the Melia azedarach species, which represents 18% of the afforestation in the MMA. Regarding the materiality of the elements of the urban canyons, they are characterized by: paved streets; red, yellow and grey mosaic sidewalks; flat roofs with aluminum coated membranes and plastered facades painted in various light tones.

Characterization of an existing urban scheme
A cartographic analysis of the sector was carried out to select an urban scheme representative of the current situation of this urban hillside development. This allowed the identification of a characteristic residential group of the dominant scheme in the piedmont area (80% of the rational morphology grid) (Figure 2).

This neighbourhood, located in the north-west zone of the MMA, has a natural 15% land slope and a neighbourhood typology which responds to the low-density housing trend within the local urban expansion.

The characterization of the representative urban canyon in the selected urban scheme was carried out through a cadastral survey and aerial images obtained by using drones (Catastro, 2018). A set of urban-building indicators was determined: 150-m block length, 16-m street width, 200 m² lot surface area, 0.55 floor area ratio, yard-side: 2m front yard and 5.50 m side yard (on one of the largest sides of the plot) (Figure 3). This is in accordance to the semi-detached housing typology. The street tree alignment consists of Melia azedarach (Chinaberry), a second magnitude tree.
species with 18 m maximum height, a crown diameter between 6 and 8 m, and average solar permeability of 48% in summer (Cantón et al., 2000).

Proposed urban schemes

Based on a cadastral survey analysing both land topography and the urban growth logics of the entire MMA hillside area, three sectors of potential urban development were identified (North, Center, and South). These sectors present different land slopes (15, 25, and 30% respectively) (Figure 4).

The design considerations that define the proposed schemes arise from the statistical analysis of the different micro-climatic behaviours of previously monitored urbanizations (Castillo et al., 2019), and from a bibliographic review of international and local norms that regulate urban hillside development (Castillo et al., 2017). Based on this, two grid types were proposed: a) Linear organic grid with public green space with a distributed design scheme regarding vegetation typology: 10% open space with forestation in the central area, 40% sealed surface in the semi-perimeter area, and 50% forestation in the perimeter area (Stocco, 2016); and b) Organic grid with Cul-de-Sac—a dead-end, usually a looped or circular road (urban dictionary, s-d), without public green space. These schemes incorporate infiltration areas in the urban canyons and inside the lots.

The following characteristics were defined for both grids: 200-m block length, 20-m street width, and 480-m² lot surface area. American regulations were adopted for the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of the lots. This relates land slope to land use intensity: as the slope increases, the floor area ratio decreases. Consequently, the following ratios are proposed: 30% slope/0.15 FAR, 25% slope/0.25 FAR, and 15% slope/0.30 FAR. To preserve sun access, spacing between buildings is defined as follows: 2m frontal; 3m lateral south spacing, and 11 m north spacing. The proposed schemes contemplate alignment trees with Morus alba species, a second magnitude street tree with a height of 12 m, 6 to 8 m diameter crown size, and 32% low solar permeability in summer (Cantón et al., 1994). The tree type selection aims to increase solar control in a high solar radiation area. Figure 5 shows the grids of the proposed urban schemes.

Urban Scheme Evaluation Method

To verify and validate the behaviour of the urban proposals, an existing representative neighbourhood of the urban piedmont area was selected and monitored. The proposed schemes were micro-climatically simulated using the ENVI-met software. The results of these simulations were adjusted to those obtained by monitoring the existing case.

Simulation Model

The ENVI-met 3.1 software, which is based on the fundamental laws of fluid dynamics and thermodynamics (Bruse, 1999), was used for the microclimatic evaluation of urban schemes. Developed by Dr. Michael Bruse’s Environmental Modelling Group at the Institute of Geography of the University of Mainz, Germany (http://www.envi-met.com), this 3D computer model works on an urban scale within a daily cycle and it is designed to simulate the interactions between the air and surface of the urban environment with a typical resolution of 0.5 to 10 meters every 10 seconds. The model includes the simulation of flows around and between buildings; the heat and vapor exchange processes of soil and wall surfaces; turbulence; vegetation parameters; bioclimatology; and contaminant dispersion (Bruse, 2009). The use of ENVI-met is widely validated both locally (Alchapar, 2014; 2016; Stocco, 2016; Sosa, 2017) and internationally (Tumini & Higueras, 2012; Tumini & Pérez Fargallo, 2015; Perini & Magliocco, 2014; Middel, et al., 2014; Yucekaya & Uslu, 2020).
For the configuration of ENVI-met theoretical models, data are incorporated in the following main input files:

- **Area Input File**: Created through a graphic interface, it contains data of the model’s physical design values including the geographic location of the urban scheme, the building’s shape and size, the vegetation, and the real soil type conditions of the monitored case study as well as the receptors located in the proposed scheme.

- **Database**: Data and characteristics of forestation and soil composition are incorporated in this section. The “Tb” tree species was selected from the ENVI-met PLANTS.DAT database. The height was set at 10 m corresponding to the average development of a second magnitude tree. This tree typology is characterized by 400 minimum stomatal resistance, 0.20 plant leaf shortwave albedo, 2 m root zone total depth, 0.80 to 2.00 m²/m³ LAD, and 0.10 m²/m³ RAD.

- **Configuration File**: This includes the meteorological data that initiates the model. The ENVI-met input variables are:10-m (m/s) wind speed, wind direction, roughness (z0), starting atmospheric temperature, specific humidity at 2500 m (g water/kg air), relative humidity at 2 m (%), internal temperature, temperature, and soil humidity. Indoor temperature was set at 296 K (24 °C) in accordance to the average summer indoor temperature suggested by the Argentinean Energy Department.

The initial simulation parameters must be carefully defined since predictions from the microclimatic simulations strongly depend on the initial boundary conditions and input data. Table 1 shows the input data “Configuration File” for the adjustment of the rational grid layout. This table is divided into three data categories: meteorological, building, and soil. The input meteorological data and the weather conditions at the mesoscale level are kept constant in the settings. The building data are also kept constant since both the construction technology and the materials of the existing dwellings in the case studies are the same (existing urban scheme and selected urban canyons). Finally, soil category data vary in terms of the surface temperature values of their initial and middle layers (0 to 50 cm).

### Description of the simulation’s physical model

The simulations were carried out with a reference surface area of 300 × 300 m. The grid is 100 × 100 × 30; therefore, the resolution of the area is 3 × 3 × 3 m and the total number of grids is x: 86; y: 86; z: 30. To obtain data from each analysed set on the effect of the grid layout on the air temperature, nine receptors were located.

### Table 1. ENVI-met simulation input parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters for Envi-met configuration</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meteorological</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind speed 10 m from the ground (m/s, Airport weather station observatory data)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind direction (0°: N, 90°: E, 180°: S, 270°: W) (Airport weather station observatory data)</td>
<td>135°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness z0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar adjustment factor</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial atmospheric temperature (K) (University of Wyoming, station 87418 Mendoza)</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific humidity at 2500 m.a.s.l. (g/kg −1)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity at 2 m (%) (obtained by a measuring campaign)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor temperature (K)</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall conductivity (W/m²K)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof conductivity (W/m²K)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall albedo</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof albedo</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soil</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial upper soil layer temperature (K)</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle upper soil layer temperature (K)</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deeper upper soil layer temperature (K)</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial soil layer (0-20 cm) moisture content (%)*</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle soil layer (20-50 cm) moisture content (%)*</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deeper soil layer moisture content below 50 cm) moisture content (%)*</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Default ENVI-met values
cated in the urban canyons and six more near public green spaces, as defined in the model. The first three were placed within a 50 m radius and the next three within a 100 m radius. For the organic grid with Cul-de-Sac, five receptors were located in the center of each Cul-de-Sac in addition to the receptors in the urban canyons. Figure 6 shows the location of the receptors in the proposed urban grid.

Adjustment of thermal behaviour results between the simulated and measured model

To validate and give statistical reliability to the analysed urban scheme results, the urban canyon which was monitored in situ was adjusted with the numerical model. For this, microclimatic data was captured during a measuring campaign. A fixed sensor- HOBO UX100-003 Temperature/Relative Humidity data logger (within 3.5% accuracy)- was installed in a solar radiation shield 2 m from the ground to prevent irradiation and ensure adequate air circulation (Oke, 2004). The location of the sensor in the grid is identified in Figure 6 in red. The sensor recorded data every 15 minutes during a 20-day period along the summer of 2017. January 12th was selected as the study day since its meteorological conditions correspond to a typical summer day in an arid region -high temperature (T° max.: 38 °C, T° min. 24 °C y amplitude: 14 °C), clear sky conditions, moderate wind, low relative humidity, and no precipitation - (Weather Underground). In addition, the Sky View Factor (SVF) of the monitored urban canyons was obtained by digitally processing fish-eye pictures using "Pixel de Cielo" software (Correa et al., 2006). The measured and simulated SVF value was adjusted to the corresponding receptor in the simulated grid. Figure 7 shows the equipment used to develop the monitoring campaigns.

In keeping with the results obtained by Wang & Akbari (2016), the stabilization period for the simulation process was 72 hours. Moreover, as stated in their findings, only the values for the last 24 hours were considered valid output to correctly reproduce the phenomenology of the selected day.

Figure 8 and Table 2 show the adjustment values used to validate the reliability of the simulation results. The error rate resulting from their use was evaluated based on the comparative analysis of the simulated and measured air temperature curve (Figure 8). Error identification and quantification was performed by determining: the adjusted correlation coefficient of determination (R2), the mean bias error (MBE), the mean absolute error (MAE), the mean absolute percent error (MAPE), the systematic root mean square error (RSMEs) and the random mean square error (RSMEu). Each indicator expresses the model’s accuracy or error rate from different perspectives. While MAPE expresses the error as a percentage, the MAE and RMSE indicate the magnitude of the average error. The MBE, on the other hand, describes error bias direction whose value is related to the magnitude of the used values; a negative MBE occurs when predicted values are smaller than the observations. The statistical analysis that characterizes and compares the data shows a good prediction of the thermal behaviour of the evaluated day, with an R2 = 0.93 coefficient of determination and an RMSE = 2.2 mean square root error. Table 2 shows the adjustment data of the simulated case with the maximum, minimum, average, and amplitude air temperature values, as well as SVF values and the six statistical indicators used to estimate the accuracy of the numerical model versus the real one (Alchapar and Correa, 2016; Sosa et al., 2018). There are also acceptable low magnitudes of RMSE and their components—RMSES and RMSEU—suggesting that these base scenarios are largely accurate. MBE is equal to −1.9 °C, indicating an underestimation of the average amount.

In Figure 8, results show a similar correspondence between the fixed point and the simulated point, the R2 indicates a good accuracy of the model (0.93).
**Results**

In order to identify the urban scheme with the best thermal response, a comparative analysis of maximum, minimum and average air temperatures reached on a typical summer day was carried out together with a box-plot analysis showing the variability of the thermal responses of each scheme.

**Comparative analysis of average maximum, minimum, and mean air temperatures**

The results of the ENVI-met simulations are shown below. Table 3 shows the results of the average temperatures of all the receptors corresponding to the maximum, minimum, and average air temperature curve. These were calculated from the results of the receptors placed in the seven simulated schemes -the existing case and six urban schemes adapted to the different slope degrees. These results correspond to the behaviour of the three evaluated schemes -the existing scheme and two proposed urban schemes- in the three analysed slopes -30, 25, and 15%-

Based on the average thermal responses of the analysed urban schemes, Table 3 reveals that the linear organic grid with distributed public green space has the best thermal performance on all slopes. This scheme design is also beneficial considering its simplicity and economy in terms of infrastructure and street layout when compared to the organic grid with Cul-de-Sac. This allows its replication in different hillside areas.

Regarding maximum and average temperatures, improvements are more noticeable as the slope decreases with differences from around 1.6 °C to 2°C. The organic grid with Cul-de-Sac is the least favourable alternative since it reaches higher minimum temperature values than the existing scheme and the difference between maximum and average temperature values is minimum compared with the existing case. Finally, the proposed schemes show a low impact over minimum temperature.

**Table 2. Statistical indicators. January 12th**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T°</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Av.</th>
<th>Amp.</th>
<th>SVF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>34.56</td>
<td>22.72</td>
<td>27.52</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>34.96</td>
<td>22.48</td>
<td>28.86</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-1.34</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8. Adjustment curve of the simulated case**

\[ y = 0.9697x - 0.0996 \]

\[ R^2 = 0.9329 \]
Temperature distribution analysis
Box-plot graphs were produced to contrast the behaviour of all the receptors located in the different points of the urban schemes. These graphs show the maximum, minimum, and average temperature distribution.

Maximum temperature
Figure 9 shows the variability of the maximum temperatures of all the receptors located in the seven urban schemes. When comparing the values of each slope, the schemes located on the 15% slope are those that reach the lowest maximum temperature values. In addition, the organic linear grid with green space distributed over the 15% slope has the best behaviour with a greater differentiation from the base case and the lowest variability of maximum temperatures, with 75% of the values between 33.45 °C and 34.23 °C (quartiles Q1 and Q3). This responds to two components present in this scheme, namely, the increase in thermal inertia caused by an increase in land use intensity. It should be noted that regulations for hillside urbanization for soils with a 15% slope establish an 0.30 FAR and the existence of green space. A marked decrease in maximum temperatures becomes evident when comparing the values of the proposed schemes with those of the existing scheme. The latter displays a value of 36 °C in the Q1 quartile against the most efficient proposed urban scheme with a value of 33.5 °C.

Table 3. Average temperatures of the analysed schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Base Case</th>
<th>Linear Organic</th>
<th>DGS</th>
<th>Cul-de-Sac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>35,36</td>
<td>33,75</td>
<td>33,99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>1,61</td>
<td>1,37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>22,89</td>
<td>22,54</td>
<td>22,77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>0,35</td>
<td>0,12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>28,32</td>
<td>27,35</td>
<td>27,70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>0,97</td>
<td>0,62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Slope 30%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Base Case</th>
<th>Linear Organic</th>
<th>DGS</th>
<th>Cul-de-Sac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>35,36</td>
<td>33,57</td>
<td>33,78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>1,79</td>
<td>1,58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>22,89</td>
<td>22,68</td>
<td>22,77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>0,21</td>
<td>0,12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>28,32</td>
<td>27,34</td>
<td>27,6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>0,98</td>
<td>0,72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Slope 15%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Base Case</th>
<th>Linear Organic</th>
<th>DGS</th>
<th>Cul-de-Sac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>35,36</td>
<td>33,30</td>
<td>35,03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>2,06</td>
<td>0,33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>22,89</td>
<td>22,93</td>
<td>23,04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>-0,04</td>
<td>-0,15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>28,32</td>
<td>27,37</td>
<td>28,23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>0,95</td>
<td>0,09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Box-plot graph for maximum temperatures of the seven proposed schemes [click on figure to enlarge]
Minimum temperature
The minimum temperature variability diagram (Figure 10) shows that linear organic grids with distributed green space have the greatest value variability, but also the lowest minimum temperature, reaching Q1=22.5 °C at the 30% slope. This is because their morphology with vegetated areas affects temperature decrease at night.

Unlike the maximum temperatures, schemes located on a 15% slope have the highest minimum temperature values and the lowest variability. Hence, it can be inferred that there is a more exposed surface allowing an increased night cooling in scenarios with steeper slopes.

Average Temperature
Figure 11 shows the box-plot graph with the distribution of values in the different schemes for the average temperature variable. It highlights the lowest variability in the linear organic grid with distributed green space located at the 15% slope, with values between 27.5 °C and 27.9 °C. In addition, this scheme reaches the lowest temperatures (27 °C) on the 30% slope. The linear organic grid with distributed green space located in slopes of 30% and the Cul-de-Sac grid in all slopes show the highest average temperature variability.

Evaluation of thermographic images of the existing urban scheme according to the urban proposal schemes
This section presents thermographic images obtained from the simulation results with the application of Leonardo v3.7, an extension of ENVI-met software (Figure 12). They correspond to maximum air temperature distribution at 2 m height for each scheme for January 12, 2017, at 16:00 h.

When analysing the maximum temperature images of the proposed scenarios, the images show that:

- The base case -rational grid used on the flatland- concentrates the largest areas and hot spots, both in the streets and courtyards of the blocks located in the S-E edge of the analysed area.
- Temperature values decrease as the slope decreases.
- Schemes adapted to hillside conditions show a homogeneous distribution of cool areas, since the backyards present similar temperature behaviour as the road channels.
- Public green spaces incorporated in the organic linear grid schemes provide a slight microclimatic influence to its environment.
Figure 12. Thermographic images of maximum temperature for January 12, 2017, 16:00 h
Discussion

The results within the present study show that organic linear plot schemes with higher soil occupation achieve a decrease in air temperature of 2 °C in relation to the base case during the day. When comparing the morphology of both schemes, it is observed that the base case presents a compact pattern that, for hillside conditions, is the most beneficial typology. (Castillo et al., 2018). These results are consistent with those achieved by Middel et al. (2014) which point out that regarding urban form, compact scenarios present the most advantages for daytime temperature cooling, reaching differences of 2 °C with respect to spread schemes in flatland areas. However, compact grids do not allow adaptation to terrain with marked unevenness and generate high soil sealing. This implies the removal of natural terrain and the reduction of infiltration and runoff in an area with high alluvial risk. Responding to these conditions requires the use of a spread type organic grid and the control of the solar resource from the use of forestall species. Unlike state of art parameters related to the greater thermal efficiency of compact forms, this work has shown that it is possible to simultaneously improve the thermal behaviour of the urban area and respond to the environmental limitations of the hillside. This is achieved through open, strongly shaded organic type urban proposals, with a predominantly North-South orientation to accompany the levels of the natural terrain and the incorporation of open vegetated spaces of a public nature. These schemes allow an air temperature decrease of 2 °C, a magnitude comparable to those achieved in compact-type grids.

Concerning the impact of shaded areas on the microclimatic response of the plot, the results are similar to those discussed by Middel et al. (2015). These authors demonstrated that an increase of the current shaded area from 10% to 25% in the City of Phoenix - an arid zone city similar to the case study - would allow a reduction in daytime temperature by 2 °C on a neighbourhood scale. At the local level, Alchapar et al. (2016) analysed the impact of different urban cooling strategies applied in open type rational grids inserted in flatlands areas. The results also show that vegetation increase improves urban thermal conditions, reducing maximum air temperatures by 1.7 °C. Finally, Maleki and Mahdavi (2016) establish that the increase in vegetation combined with the incorporation of permeable pavements would reduce air temperature. This combination of strategies is aligned with the proposals of this work which dispose areas of permeable land to improve infiltration, slow down the speed of runoff and reduce the risk of avalanches.

Regarding the orientation of the urban grid, Alitoudert and Mayer (2006) point out that in arid areas, the rotation of the streets towards a predominantly North-South orientation leads to better comfort conditions due to a greater efficiency of the shading effect of vertical envelopes with respect to East-West orientations. In their studies for Mendoza’s City, Sosa et al. (2018) found that North-South grid orientations show the highest energy efficiency in the summer period. The results discussed are analogous to those achieved in this work.

In addition, it has been shown that the efficiency of the incorporation of vegetation is associated with its location in the context of urbanization type and green distribution. In this sense, Middel et al. (2015) have determined that the strategy of locating green space affects pedestrian comfort and improves energy savings in buildings. Declet-Barreto et al. (2013) indicate that temperature reductions are associated with the type of vegetation, reaching a 2 °C temperature decrease in vegetated areas with grass and up to 8 °C in wooded areas. At local level, Stocco et al. (2020) determined the proportion and distribution of vegetation in open public spaces that contributes to achieving the best thermal conditions and urban comfort. The results show that the most effective scheme for the rehabilitation of squares is the one that concentrates 60% of the wooded land around a sealed center with an area that does not exceed 20% of the square’s surface. In this work, the vegetated public space is centrally located on the urbanization proposal and its design responds to the previously described criteria.

Finally, the methods used in the compilation of the state of art developed by Santamouris et al. (2017) and Tsoka et al. (2018), as well as those used in the previously cited works, validate the methodological design and tools used in this research. In addition, it shows that they are relevant for the prediction and analysis of the thermal behaviour associated with the development of urban proposals.
Conclusions

Considering the comparative analysis of the proposed schemes regarding the prevailing urbanization pattern of hillside areas, this work concludes that it is possible to improve the microclimate of the urban frame and to respond to the intrinsic characteristics of the piedmont. Moreover, linear organic grids with North-South orientation, which are strongly shaded and have public green spaces, decrease air temperature by up to 2 °C.

Regarding the proposed schemes, results show that the highest energy efficiency in hillside areas happens with slighter slopes. This is due to higher land occupation patterns associated with the increase of the FAR index. This condition rises the thermal grid inertia provoking an impact on the attenuation of maximum temperatures. Considering that 70% of the developable land corresponds to slope values lower than or equal to 15%, an improvement in micro-climatic performance would be achieved by the adoption of design criteria incorporated in the linear organic grid with distributed green space in future hillside urban developments. In lands with the greatest slopes, urbanization patterns are hotter during the day (around 0.5 °C) and slightly cooler at night. In addition, proposals incorporating vegetation as a solar control strategy and a greater proportion of permeable surface allow water infiltration from summer storms. This links the geomorphological limitations of the insertion context with its microclimate. Another favourable aspect within this proposal is the simplicity of its design since it is better in terms of accessibility and service distribution due to its linear urban morphology when comparing the organic grid with Cul-de-Sac.

From the methodological point of view, the present study demonstrates the potential of ENVI-met software as a prediction tool since it reliably reproduces the main processes of atmospheric change that affect the microclimate of a sector: wind flows, radiation, temperature, and humidity. This tool simplifies and facilitates the work of urban planners and architects as it determines the urban-build design variables with the greatest impact on the thermal behaviour of development areas. Therefore, it can be inferred that the use of micro-climatic simulation is fundamental in the process of urban-build design. In addition, simulation allows measurement testing and a better understanding of how each urbanization scheme component works. This makes it possible to analyse the performance of theoretical proposals that cannot be evaluated by on-site measurements.

Finally, this work presents the likelihood of urbanization in areas of high fragility by developing design proposals which consider the potentialities and limitations of the insertion context by means of controlling the environmental impact of urbanization and planning urban growth within the framework of sustainable development testing.
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